4. Description of Corners:
   alder post

5. Investigation Notes:
   post gone.
   Found 20 in. alder 5.62°30'E, 239 ft. with one bldg.
   inside of partially healed over scar.
   Found 18 in. alder 5.74°30'W, 315 ft. with witness
   scar on outside. (did not cut open).
   These alder are in their proper distance and sizing as of the original field notes thus establishing
   the corner point.

6. Signed:

PERCEPTION RECORD

Monument:
set a flim bost 2"x4"x36" timbre and build a rock mound 2 ft. base 1 ft. high around the post.

Accessories: 1st 37°
9 in. liar, 45°15' W, 55 ft. mid: 4S 75T
1st 37°
9 in. liar, 46°30' E, 65 ft. mid: 4S 86T
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Remark:
By M. Whitmore

* Leonard & Delbert County Surveyor qualified to
  record & 1st class work.